
5–10 minutes

HIDE, RABBIT, HIDE!

Play the game ‘Hide, Rabbit, Hide!’: Tell your child that they are going to pretend to be a rabbit, and their chair 
is a rabbit hole; whenever they are in danger, they must hide in their hole like real rabbits do. 

Ask them to show you how they would hide in their rabbit hole. If they are unable to show you an appropriate 
expressive movement without help, show them how to squat behind a chair. Move away and ask your child to 
‘hide in their rabbit hole’. Once they are behind their chair, ask them to show you how they would go for a walk 
in the forest. Again, if they are unable to show you, squat behind a chair, then stand up and hop around the 
room. Ask your child again to ‘go for a walk in the forest’.

Then suddenly hold up the fox puppet and say: Here comes the fox! Hide, rabbit, hide! If your child does not 
spontaneously return to squat behind their chair, show them what you are expecting them to do.

Repeat the process several times, alternating between saying: Here comes the fox! Hide, rabbit, hide! and after 
waiting for them to hide behind their chair, saying: It’s safe again now! Go for a walk in the forest!

‘Watch Out for the Fox, Little Rabbits’: Tell this ‘story’ and show your child how to perform the actions. 
Encourage them to copy you:

See them picking juicy berries………………………….. Squat, pretend to pick berries and eat them.
See them as they jump and play……………………… Jump on the spot.
Rabbits hopping on the green grass……………... Do some bunny hops.
Fox is in the deep dark forest…………………………….. Cover eyes with hand and gaze into the distance, ‘checking’ for fox.
See the rabbits jump and play……………………………Wave hands above heads and jump on the spot.
Little rabbits getting tired…………………………………… Start to rub eyes and yawn.
Little rabbits go to sleep………………………………………. Curl up on the floor, with hands forming a ‘pillow’ under one 

cheek, eyes shut.
Little rabbits, who’s that coming?…………………… Keep still, eyes shut.
From the forest, creep, creep, creep………………. Keep still, eyes shut, then hold a pause to build tension.
IT’S THE FOX! IT’S THE FOX! 
HIDE, RABBIT, HIDE!……………………………………………….. Jump up and hop back to squat behind chairs.

Your child can copy your expressive actions.
Your child can perform appropriate actions while listening to the words of the story.

To enter into the emotional and imaginative world of a story through movement 
To develop a rich repertoire of expressive actions 
To copy changes of expressive action
To perform expressive actions when listening to the words of the story
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 Fox puppet

 A chair (for each child 
participating)

 A chair for you

 A popsicle stick for the fox 
puppet (optional)
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Cut out the fox and stick him onto a popsicle stick (if using).
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